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Protested Parcels: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51 or All Proposed FFO and
RPFO lease parcels for June 2019 Lease Sale

I. Chapter Interest and Standing
Ojo Encino Chapter (the "Chapter") has an interest in the leasing of any parcels that are within the
Navajo Eastern Agency boundary, Navajo Nation, Traditional Navajo Territories, or of any
location which can cause imbalances which may effect any of the previously listed Navajo areas.
This comes from traditional Navajo conceptions of relationships (K'e and K'e bikeyah) which is
evident from Navajo Fundamental Law (Dine Bi Beenahaz'aanii) codified in Navajo Nation Code
(1 N.N.C. §201- §206). Additionally, Navajo Nation Code Title 26 which defines chapter members
as "For purposes of services and benefits, all tribal members, young and old, who either reside
within or are registered in the chapter. An individual may not be a member of more than one
chapter" 1 . A chapter Resident is defined as "one who dwells permanently or continuously within
the boundaries of a chapter" 2 • The definition of Governmental Purposes "activities carried out by
the chapter for the general health, safety and welfare of the chapter membership"3
The Chapter passed resolution #11-17-16/002 which is "against all pending and future federal fluid
mineral BLM leases within Navajo Eastern Agency areas (or other lease sales which could directly
or indirectly impact Eastern Agency Areas) until a reasonable revenue sharing mechanism is
developed, the new Farmington Field Office Resource Management Plan Amendment is
developed, and a full understanding of potential environmental and health impacts of horizontal
hydraulic fracturing is developed" 4 •
Importantly a chapter's Land Use Planning area may focus upon lands within its own Chapter
boundaries, it does not preclude the Chapter from providing its "services and benefits" from
Chapter members who reside outside of the Chapter's land use planning boundaries, and in fact is
required under Title 26 to provide those benefits and services. Thus, it is important that a chapter
recognize and work on issues affecting chapter membership located in another chapter's
boundaries. Especially in such a case as this lease sale which has effects not only upon those nonresident chapter members but also on the chapter's own residents.

1
:

26 N.N.C. § 2.10.b
26 N.N.C. § 2.13
3
: 26 N.N.C. § 2.22
2

4

:

:

Ojo Encino Chapter Resolution #11-17-16/002: Therefore Clause 1 (See Appendix 5)

II. Analyze Significance under NEPA

1) Overview of Significance
The Chapter is particularily concerned that there are a multitude of issues which rise to
the level of "Significant" in terms of NEPA. The term "Significantly'' is defined at 40
CFR §1508.27. Within the defining language a variety of elements are put forward,
including the term "intensity'' and lack of locally specific context analysis. The Chapter
for years has raised issues, in writing and verbally, which are significant both as a
matter of intensity and by other means. This action might not be a site specific action,
but its impact upon Navajo communities have been described in detail in previous
comments. Further discussion of these issues will be shown below.
2) Oja Encino Chapter Context: Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Oil/Gas production
The amount of current oil/gas development within Oja Encino and the surrounding local region
(10 miles from the Oja Encino Chapter boundary) is fairly low compared to northern areas.
Unfortunately, the BLM has failed to take a hard look at the local regional context in regards to
the various proposed oil/gas lease sales with the estimated amount of development which could
occur due to leasing. The major issue about needing to take a hard look is due to the fact that the
BLM RPFO does not have an up-to-date RMP and especially does not have any EIS level plans to
tier this Lease Sale EA to which address the unique local regional context of Oja Encino area.
The Chapter is analyzing wells within the chapter boundaries and within a 10-mile boundary
surrounding the Chapter's boundary. This distance was chosen since the BLM rightfully
acknowledged various particulates can travel far distances with some larger inhalable particles
traveling 10s of kilometers. The 10 mile 16 kilometer boundary provides an area to better
understand the regional impact of oil and gas development upon the environment within the
Chapter boundaries (although the Chapter is highly concerned with environmental impacts outside
of its boundaries as well). As of March 2019, there are 118 active wells within this area. Of this
112 are vertical and 6 are horizontal.
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With this area and wells along with production data from NMOCD and various pollution
calculations from the June 2019 lease sale draft EA and with the BLM Air Resources Technical
Report, contextualized regional impact analysis which is relevant to EJ populations has been
developed. Contextualized and relevant means that figures presented don't hide themselves in
much larger geographies such as counties, which may have a greater amount of production
elsewhere, thus impacts to total county numbers might appear small but are significantly larger
when considered in smaller yet important geographies.

Estimated C02e Emmissions from Oil/Gas production
within and 10 miles of Ojo Encino Chapter
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OIL CH4 CO2E

2,454 MT CO2e

1,130 MT CO2e

697 MTCO2e

758 MTCO2e

939 MTCO2e

OIL CO2 CO2E

22 MTCO2e

10 MTCO2e

6 MTCO2e

7MTCO2e

8 MTCO2e

GAS CH4 CO2e

5,104 MT CO2e

4,830 MT CO2e

3,687 MT CO2e

3,245 MT CO2e

2,935 MT CO2e

GAS CO2 C02e

871 MTCO2e

824 MTCO2e

629 MTCO2e

554 MTCO2e

501 MTCO2e

8,451 MT CO2e

6,795 MT CO2e

5,019 MT CO2e

4,564 MT CO2e

4,384 MT CO2e

Total

Calendar Year

•

GAS CO2 C02e

•

GAS CH4 C02e

•

OIL CO2 C02E

•

OIL CH4 C02E

Estimated total CO2e emissions for the entire buffer area has been declining since 2014. Although
some slight shifts have occurred as to production (oil production has increased which increased
specific GHG emission types). In 2018 total GHG emissions for the buffer area was 4,384 metric
tons of CO2e. This is a reduction of nearly 50%, this is a trend that the Chapter would like to see
continue.
Total Production within 10-Mile Oja Encino Buffer
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
Oil Production (Bbl)
166,526
76,660
47,289
51,422
63,716
Gas Production (MCF)
1,735,410 1642 428
1253,610
1,103,465
998,033
5-Year Oil/Gas Production
405,613 bbl oil / 6,732,946 MCF Gas
5-Year Oil/Gas Production
81,123 bbl oil per year/ 1,346,589 MCF Gas per year
Annual Avera~e

0

J

The total lifetime (20 year) production of the proposed parcels are estimated to produce 803,000
bbl of oil and 96,303,000 MCF of gas. Averaged out on a per year basis this would be 40,150 bbl
of oil and 4,815,150 of gas. This would be a nearly 50% increase in annual oil production and a
nearly 360% increase in gas production for the area. These are substantial increases which will
also lead to significant increases in impacts.
The BLM appears to have made a mistake in its calculation of GHG emissions. The Chapter finds
the Air Resources Technical Report methodology of estimating GHG emissions being related to
oil/gas total production as being a reasonable way to estimate GHG emissions. However, in the
Draft June 2019 Lease Sale EA the BLM makes the mistake of detaching differential production
to differential emissions by severing production from the estimation and uses an overall average
by using the total number of active wells. This unfortunate mistake makes all wells (no matter how
productive or little productive) equal in estimated emissions. As is discussed later in this comment,
many newer wells in the trichapter area have production rates many times higher than most vertical
wells in the San Juan Basin. Thus, true emission estimates which use a consistent methodology
would yield a substantially higher amount when using a production-based emission estimate, since
the potential development scenario details production estimates for the wells.
Thus, using production-based estimates the estimated GHG emissions for the potential vertical
well (19,000 bbl oil and 3,235,000 MCF gas) would be:
Production-Based GHG Emission Estimated based on Potential Production of Vertical and
Horizontal wells in June 2019 Draft Lease Sale EA
Wells as Posited in June 2019 EA
Per Horizontal Well
Per Vertical Well
GAS CO2 CO2e
624MTCO2e
1,624 MT CO2e
GAS CH4 CO2e
3,659 MT CO2e
9,514 MT CO2e
OIL CO2 CO2E
17MTCO2e
3MTCO2e
OIL CH4 CO2E
1,857 MT CO2e
280MTCO2e
6,157 MT CO2e
5,421 MT CO2e
Total CO2e (Per Well)
Thus, the total GHG emission production of all the potential wells from the June 2019 lease sale
would be closer to 423,436 CO2e, not 3,745 CO2e as indicated on table 3.7 on page 38 of the
RPFO June 2019 Lease Sale Draft EA. This would represent a .0066% portion of total US
emissions and 6.23% of New Mexico O& Gas emissions. Averaged out over 20 years the potential
wells would provide an annual average of 21,172 MT CO2e. For total production within the study
area, a total potential increase in GHG emissions would be 343,495 MT CO2e annually producing
17,175 MT CO2e. This would represent an almost 400% increase in GHG emission from Ojo
Encino buffer area.
3) Ojo Encino Chapter Context: Pollutant Emissions from Oil/Gas production
The Chapter finds the BLM's presentation of table 3.6 rather interesting in that it appears to
"dilute" the projected emissions from the potential wells by two means: using all human caused
emissions and by using the four-county region. These two particular factors which removes the
analysis from meaningful context both spatially and analytically, make the appearance of the
potential development of these wells seem almost insignificant. However, the EPA inventories

allow analysis to be done at the county level and by subsector. Thus, the Chapter has elected to
present similar data as presented by the BLM using better context to more fully understand the
potential impacts from development on the local region and also Sandoval county.
The 2014 National Emissions Inventory has emission information on Criteria and Hazardous Air
Pollutant segregated by 60 emission sectors 5 • One of these sectors is defined as being Oil and Gas
production which is defined as follows:
This sector includes processes associated with the exploration and drilling at oil, gas, and
coal bed methane (CBM) wells and the equipment used at the well sites to extract the
product from the well and deliver it to a central collection point or processing facility. 6
The Chapter is grateful that the EPA keeps such data at the county level, although the Chapter is
curious why it does not exist in the BLM's analysis. However, using this data the table 3.6 would
appear differently if it includes Sandoval County (which is where all of the proposed lease parcels
exist and all potential wells would be constructed) and isolated to the oil and gas production sector:
2014 EPA National Emissions Inventorv Data
PM,o*
NOx
PM2.s•
4-County Area -OG Prod
Sandoval County - OG prod

% of Ojo Encino Study Area 2014 BOE
Production lMckinlev Ctv)
% of Ojo Encino Study Area 2014 BOE
Production (Sandoval Ctv)
Estimate of Pollutant from OG Prod In Ojo
Encino Srudv Area Sandoval Ctv
Estimate of Pollutant from OG Prod In Ojo
Encino Srudv Area McKinley Ctv
Total Estimated Ojo Encino Srudy Area OG
Prod Emissions
Sandoval County - All Human Emission
One Well Emission••
Total 38 potential Wells Emission••

Ptn:ent Increase for Sandoval County OG
Prod Sector-••

SO,

co

voe

405.07
3.99

359.62
3.96

25,152
297

162.33
0.13

37448
508

66418
2,220

74.7%

74.7%

74.7%

74.7%

74.7%

74.7%

83.3%

83.3%

83.3%

83.3%

83.3%

83.3%

3.32

3.3

247

.11

423

1,849

.5

.48

28

.008

46

293

3.82

3.78

275

.118

469

2,142

22 571
5.31
201.78

3,266
.81
30.78

5117
6.19
235.22

175.25
.11
4.18

25,830
2.63
99.94

7 308
0.75
44.35

5,057.14%

777.27%

79.2%

3,215.39%

19.67%

2%

Percent Increase for Sandoval County-All
Human Emissions
Total 31 potential Wells Emission from leases
in Oio Encino Studv Area

0.89%

0.94%

4.6%

2.4%

0.39%

0.61%

164.61

25.11

191.89

3.41

81.53

23.25

Ptn:tnt Increase for Ojo Encino Study Area
OG Prod Sector

4,309%

664%

69.8%

2,890%

17.4%

1.1%

•For PM figures the following were used: PM2.5 Primaiy (Filt + Cond) and PMlO Primary (Filt + Cond). These emission types matched with
figures in the table for all anthropogenic generated emissions In the 4-cmmty area.
••Using well emission data from Draft EA
•••calculated usinl! same method as BLM: Total Potential Well Emission/ Sandoval Countv 2014 Emission

By using better contextualized analysis (both spatially and analytically) shows how the potential
wells will impact Sandoval County as a whole in regards to all human emissions. In fact, most
figures are nearly an entire magnitude greater in scale as compared to the figures presented by the
BLM using the entire 4-county region. More importantly though, is the massive increases in
5

https://www.epa.gov/air-emissions-inventories/2014-national-emissions-inventory-nei-data
2014 National Emissions Inventory, version 2 Technical Support Document; July 2018; Page 4-154;
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-07/documents/nei2014v2_tsd_05jul2018.pdf
6

I

emissions from the Oil and Gas sector for Sandoval county which does not currently have as much
production as Rio Arriba and San Juan counties. These massive increases are significant both in
terms of the sector itself and as a whole for emissions in the county.
On a more regionally specific context, the Ojo Encino buffer area is responsible for the vast
majority of oil and gas production for both Sandoval and McKinley counties. Thus roughly
estimating the amount og Oil and Gas production emissions fromtotal BOE production yield
roughly the amounts being produced within the Ojo Encino study area. By looking at potentiatial
emissions from the proposed leases within the Ojo Encino buffer area yields the increases in
emissions that would be faced by local populations compared to what they currently face.
Looking at the sector specific emissions for Oil and Gas production in Sandoval county brings a
curious relationship with estimated VOC production.
While many of emission increases for Sandoval county in regards to oil and gas production are
extremely large VOC increases are projected to only be 2%. Looking at the Lease Sale Emission
table shows the following qualification:
b VOC emissions at the operational phase represent a 95% control efficiency and estimates
potential emissions representing the contribution for "one oil well" from the emissions at
storage tanks, gathering facilities, etc. 7
The Chapter is pleased that the "efficiency" has so dramatically increased apparently from 2014.
However, the BLM may wish to relook at its VOC emissions data on a per well basis.

7

RPFO Draft June 2019 Lease Sale EA (DOI-BLM-NM-A0l0-2019-0010-EA): Page 34

4) Intensity of Development by Production in Counselor
Counselor Chapter's area's 8 first horizontally drilled well began production in March of 2012
(API:30-043-2111'79). Other horizontal wells in the Counselor area came into production since 10•
This has marked a dramatic change in the magnitude and composition of oiVgas production from
the area. It also has affected different mineral owners in different ways.
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Chart 1: 364 Spudded Wells by type within Study Area
NMOCD data indicates that the quantity of wells that have been spudded within the
Counselor since 2011/2012 has been quite large, not consistently seen since the early
80s. However, unlike the late 70s / early 80s these wells are almost all completely
horizontal wells.
The utilization of horizontally drilled wells which are hydraulically fractured requires
increased footage of laterals to be perforated. Within the study area, 298 wells with
perforation data on their NMOCD information page were analyzed for total perforation
length. Of these wells 226 are classified as vertical and 72 are considered Horizontal
by NMOCD. The vertical wells had an average perforation length of about 163 feet
while horizontal wells have an average perforated length of 5,991 feet. This is an almost
37 fold increase in average perforation length. The total amount of vertical well lateral
footage perforated within the Counselor area is 36,723 feet. The total amount of
horizontal well lateral footage perforated within the Counselor area is 431,379 feet.
One average perforated length horizontal well has the same amount of perforated lateral

8For purposes of this dpcument the Counselor Chapter area is defined as the following townships: 21NSW, 21N6W,
21N7W 22N7W, 22N6W, 23N7W S/2, and 23N6W S/2. At times in the comments, Counselor Chapter and
Counselor Chapter Area could be used interchangeably.
9bttps://wwwapps.emnrd.state.nm.us/ocd/ocdpermitting/Data/Wel1Details.aspx?api=30-043-21117
1
°Refer to Chart 1 for spudded wells by month and type within the Counselor area. Data source is NMOCD.

as nearly 37 averagely perforated vertical wells. This is an immense difference 11 • The
BLM has already admitted that this activity does cause differences in impacts:
Over time, improvements in hydraulic fracturing techniques have further increased the
production potential of individual wells. Those same improvements may also lead to
incrementally higher emissions ofVOCs during the relatively brief completion phase of
new wells. Additionally, modem fracturing techniques may indirectly increase the
quantity of roadbed dust temporarily suspended in the atmosphere simply due to an
increase (relative to older fracturing techniques) in vehicular traffic involved in
transporting mobile equipment and supplies. However, once the hydraulic fracturing is
complete, these effects largely disappear. 12

Considering that horizontal wells which are hydraulically fractured have longer
lateral being hydraulically fractured, it would stand to reason that the intensity of
the impacts from these wells would be greater than their vertical counterparts.
The current 2003 RMP did not consider horizontal drilling in its analysis:
"Horizontal drilling is possible but not currently applied in the San Juan Basin due to
poor cost to benefit ratio. If horizontal drilling should prove economically and
technically feasible in the future, the next advancement in horizontal well technology
could be drilling multi-laterals or hydraulic fracturing horizontal wells. Multilateral
could be one, two or branched laterals in a single formation or single laterals in
different formations. Hydraulic fracturing could be a single fracture axial with the
horizontal well or multiple fractures perpendicular to the horizontal well. These
techniques are currently complex and costly, and therefore typically inappropriate for
most onshore U.S. reservoirs. Comprehensive engineering and geologic research will
be required in the near future in order for these techniques to become viable within
the 20 year time frame anticipated by this RFD (8.3) "13•

Thus the Chapter is concerned that this difference in impact has not been properly
analyzed and mitigated (even if the BLM insists it is "largely" short term).
Interestingly, the BLM does not consider impact to be completely short term, what
are the long term effects? Considering the scale of difference in regards to
perforated lateral lengths is considerable (a magnitude in difference) these
"small" and "temporary" differential impacts are likely being multiplied many

11

These presented averages and totals are for the Counselor Area. Data was pulled from individual NMOCD well
webpages.
1
2https://eplanning.blm.gov/epl-frontoffice/projects/nepa/90068/126746/154500/20171205_FINAL_EA_Farmington_Oil_and_Gas_Lease_Sale_Mar
ch_2018_v2b.pdf Page 51
1
3https://geoinfo.nmt.edu/publications/openfile/details.cfml?Volume=463 Page 113
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times due to the large scale in differences between vertical and horizontal wells.
This increase in scale also includes production.
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Chart 2: Monthly Production of Oil and Gas within Study area Jan 1993 - Jun 2018
Chart 2 shows total monthly production for oil and gas production within the Counselor area
from 1993 thru Jun 2018. During the time frame before the first horizontal well became
productive (January 1993 thru February 2012) a total of about 6,822,294 barrels oil and
7,865,862 mcf of oil were produced. This was an average of about 29,662 barrels oil/month
within the Counselor area. An average of about 34,199 mcf gas/month was produced within
the Counselor area before producing horizontal wells. The current era of production (March
2012 thru June 2018) the Counselor area has produced 12,915,214 barrels of oil and
58,445,214 mcf of gas. This equates to 169,937 barrels of oil/month and 769,016 mcf
gas/month.
The increase in scale of production within the Counselor area is significantly higher. The
horizontal era is seeing production rates of nearly 5. 72 times total oil production per month
and 22.5 times total gas production. This massive increase in production (and of intensity
since it is being produced much more quickly) is being driven by horizontal wells within the
Counselor area. Vertical wells from January 1993 thru June 2018 produced 836,738 barrels
of oil and 21,230,894 mcf of gas. Horizontal wells (March 2012 thru June 2018) produced
7,711,418 barrels of oil and 50,129,534 mcf of gas.
Additionally, many of the horizontal wells have multiple wells per pad. While this may reduce
total surface acreage impacted, it does concentrate and intensify the oil/gas development.
Thus, where a typical well would have been 660' from a residential structure with its

significant lower production rates versus having 2 or more horizontal wells only 660' from a
structure with a great deal of increased production.

Map 1: Average Daily Gas production in Counselor

Map 2: Average Daily Gas production in
Counselor area from Jan 1993 thru February
2012

Map 3: Average Daily Gas production in Counselor
After the introduction of horizontal drilling within the Counselor area (March 2012) gas production has increased
significantly. The area now sees daily gas production rates that are substantially higher than rates that had been seen
before. This intensification of production has moved southwards towards populated tribal trust parcels (northern
parts of 226N6W and 22N7W). Leasing of additional parcels will likely continue the increases in production in the
area and continue to change the geographic pattern of gas production.
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Map 4: Average Daily Oil production in Counselor
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Map 6: Average Daily Oil production in Counselor
il production within the Counselor area has substantially intensified and has increased the areas where it is produced.
orizontal drilling has been the driver of this change. Looking at these patterns of production should indicate to the
LM that horizontal drilling is a substantially different fonn of technology implementation which has had majo
ffects upon the communities it has been implemented in. It should be noted the geographic pattern and its intensity
·s much further south then envisioned by the 2001 RFD and has only begin to be analyzed by the newest rounds o
Os for the Farmington RMPA.

4) Venting. Flaring. and Pitted Water increases in Counselor
Counselor had experienced substantially higher amounts of venting and flaring
then it had ever experienced before. This was primarily driven by horizontal drilling in
the Counselor area and a lack of accompanying infrastructure to handle such production.

Emmission Data
Gas Flaring/Venting and Pitted Water from 1994 through 2018 in
Counselor Area
(2018 Data is mostly up to date through 3rd Q of 2018)
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Chart 3: Venting, Flaring, and Pitted Water dat by year for Counselor Area
Future development in other areas that have not been traditionally major
producers of oil/gas would likely show a similar development evolution where
production is far ahead of carrying infrastructure. Meanwhile, the community is exposed
to higher toxin levels due to pollution purposefully generated by oil/gas wells.
Having a RMP which has been developed for this intense type of development and
for areas which do not have the accompanying infrastructure is a necessity for ensuring
human lives and health are protected and resources are not wasted. Unfortunately, it
appears that the BLM is not interested in not repeating its mistakes that it has made, and
continues to make, regarding insufficient planning.
The chapter has serious concerns regarding health impacts from hydraulically
fractured horizontal wells. It has read multiple disturbing studies and now coupled with
venting and flaring data, the Chapter feel that there is adequate reason to believe that the
BLM has not had the proper measures in place to mitigate impacts to local communities
(particularly in Counselor).

5) Economic Impacts of Production in Counselor
Within the Counselor area from January 1993 thru June 2018 a oil production had an
estimated value of $559,898,250 and gas had an estimated value of $254,308,295 14•
This total value produced roughly follows the production patterns of the Counselor
area. From March 2012 thru June 2018 total estimated oil production value is
$527,374,110 and total estimated gas production value is 184,609,684. As with overall
production the majority of the production value has stemmed from horizontal wells.
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Chart 4: Percent of Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas extraction of Total Employment for Counselor
Chapter 2009-2016
During this time Counselor Chapter does not appear to have had major employment
benefits. Although a great deal of value has been generated by this are the residents of
the community do not to appear to have seen this value translated into increased local
prosperity overall.
Although the margins of error are relatively large, the data has smaller margins of error
in 2015 and 2016. It appears that overall Counselor has not seen employment rates in
oiVgas that are on par with San Juan County and the Farmington, Aztec, and Bloomfield
{FAB) area. Employment for San Juan county and FAB have seen declines in overall
employment {by percentage and total) over the past few years, but Counselor by
percentage is substantially less. Although Counselor is within Sandoval county, it exists
in the Northwest portion of the county. It also uses FAB area as its main shopping and
economic zone 15, and lastly unlike most of Sandoval county Counselor area is a major
1

411te value are inflation adjusted to August 2018 using BLS CPI. Additionally, production values were calculated
monthly using monthly average commodity prices created primarily from the NM pricesheet (NM Tech) and
EIA.

15

Hasbidit6 Food and Energy Report 2012

producer of oil/gas. Thus, Counselor for purposes of oil/gas employment should be
compared to San Juan County as opposed to Sandoval county.
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Chart 4: Percent of Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas extraction of Total Employment and Total
Employment for Fannington, Aztec, and Bloomfield 2009-2016
Additionally, there has been royalties which are being generated by the various wells.
No monies are coming back to the local Navajo governments from the oil/gas development
within the Counselor area. The federal royalties generated are divided between the State and
Treasury department. State royalties go back to the state. Allottee revenues go to the allonnent
interest holders. From publicly available documents it appears on average that about 38% of
allonnent interest holders have an address in the Cuba, Counselor, or Nageezi area. Although
this does not indicate what percentage of the allotment royalties are returning to the community
(or surrounding region) it gives rough idea on the approximate amount. Total production for
various mineral owner types from January 1993 thru June 2018 are as follows
Estimated Oil Value

Estimated
Value

Gas Total Estimated % of Total Value
Value

Estimated Federal $383,355,876
Productioo Value

$189,425,898

$572,781,775

70.4%

Estimated Navajo $46,551,182
Production Value

$26,863,274

$73,414,456

9.0%

Estimated Private $1,664,606
Production Value

$1,110,468

$2,775,075

0.3%

Estimated
State $128,326,585
Production Value

$36,908,652

$165,235,238

20.3%

To understand how much this is affecting the economics of Counselor Chapter, per capita income
can be used. Counselor Chapter (when adjusted for inflation to Aug 2018) has had declines in its
per capita.
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Chart 5: Per capita income for San Juan County. Farmington, Aztec. Bloomfield, and Counselor Chapter
(inflation adjusted to August 2018) 2009 - 2016
6) Scientific Controversy regarding the Greater Chaco Region
The Chapter is aware that the RPFO (and BLM) believe that the Greater Chaco region
does not extend out into areas which include the proposed lease parcels. However, the
Chapter believes that all the parcels are within the Greater Chaco Region. The Chaco
Joint Management plan shows 6 road areas with influence. All of the parcels sit within
the east road system. Unfortunately. it appears the BLM does not agree with the Chaco
Joint Management plan or with the various Tribes which indicated that parcels in the
December 2018 lease sale are part of the Greater Chaco Region. The parcels in the
December 2018 lease sale and the proposed parcels for the June 2019 lease sale are
very close in proximity to each (except June 2019 proposed parcel #25). BLM RPFO
has stated the following:
"~e review of existing records and many years of experience in the
townships containing the 946 proposed lease sale parcels has turned up no
evidence that the proposed lease parcels lie within 94 7 the Greater Chaco
Region. The absence of archaeological evidence of use of the RPFO parcels by
Ancestral Puebloans, and the absence of Chaco-era sites within 6½ miles of the
proposed lease parcels indicates that the RPFO parcels fall outside the Greater
Chaco Region" 16•

The BLM RPFO also wrote the following:

16

DOI-BLM-NM-A0I0-2018-0042-EA: Final RPFO EA: Lines 948-950

Written comments opposing the lease sale because of cultural concerns
about the "Greater Chaco Region" were received from Acoma Pueblo,
Isleta Pueblo, Laguna Pueblo, Sandia Pueblo, and San Felipe Pueblo, as
well as the All Pueblo Council of Governors, and the Ojo Encino Navajo
Chapter. Similar opposition was received from Santa Ana Pueblo, who
oppose the lease sale based on "landscape and cultural setting of once
occupied territory by Puebloan Ancestors." However, other than the
general concern about the "Greater Chaco Region" or the "landscape and
cultural setting of once occupied territory by Puebloan Ancestors," no
specific traditional cultural concerns within the parcels were raised by the
tribes consulted. 17
The BLM RPFO has acknowledged that there is a significant difference in opinion amongst
experts regarding the extent of the Greater Chaco Region. This scientific controversy has an even
greater significance since the DOI secretary deferred the March 2018 lease sale to conduct a
cultural survey of the region. Thus, it is important to understand that various entities do not fully
understand the extent of the Chacoan culture and its various descendants (such as the Navajo and
Pueblos). Since the secretary has already previously noted that better understanding the cultural
environment of the region is significant enough to defer a lease sale until further study is
completed, it would seem that the BLM should continue to take similar measures where similar
circumstances are at play.

17

DOI-BLM-NM-A0I0-2018-0042-EA: Final RPFO EA: Lines 937-944
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Chaco legislation boundary, and Easter Navajo Agency Chapters.

1) Potential impacts on the Decision Space of the RMPA and previous delay of RPFO
parcels due to RMP adoption
Currently the FFO is conducting a RMPA in regards to Mancos/Gallup shale
development. This RMPA will update the RMP for the unique impacts from
unconventional drilling (horizontally drilled hydraulically fractured wells).
Additionally, the RPFO is still in the process of adopting a new RMP 18 • The BLM has
currently decided that it can still lease parcels while trying to conduct planning to
mitigate impacts from unconventional development (significant impacts as illustrated
within this document). This is a reversal from the previous decision by the RPFO. Part
of the reason the RPFO has reversed it position is because of IM 2018-034. The Chapter
has expressed its dismay n the application of this Memorandum to this lease sale. The
Chapter has also raised concerns that it will also negatively impact proper Tribal
consultation. Currently, an injunction is enforce regarding this memorandum in areas
affecting sage grouse. Based on the contents of the injunction ruling, it should raise
additional concerns about the application of the memorandum during this lease sale.
As a reminder, IM 2018-034 does not and cannot override NEPA and FLPMA. Due to
the nature, scale, and speed of the lease sales offering parcels within areas affecting
Navajos, it is stretching the very limited resources of the Chapter to be able to properly
research and respond to the leases in a timeframe that is meaningful for the BLM. This
expedited process is affecting the quality of input that the Chapter can feasibly provide
the BLM. This has been discussed verbally with the BLM previously by the Chapter.
Interestingly the injunctive ruling regarding IM 2018-034 states the following:
This risk is compounded by the overlapping comment and protest periods, combined with
accelerated oil and gas lease parcel reviews generally, all of which are left in the wake
of IM 2018-034. See, e.g., Ex. 1 to Ste/Iberg Deel. (illustrative table setting forth
schedules for September 2018 and December 2018 oil and gas lease sales in BLM's
western states, including public comment opportunities and protest deadlines). Plus, the
burden of such constraints upon public participation and compressed protest periods
falls most heavily upon members of the public, as those who have nominated potential
lease parcels and BLM have had far more time to evaluate and consider the details of
such parcels. Hence, there are cognizable and significant legal consequences that can
be argued to result.from IM 2018-034. 19

In addition the decision later states:
In tum, for a subset of lease sales, IM 2018-034 relegates any sort of contemporaneous
public input to the much later-in-time (and, WWP would contend, the "too late in time")
adversarial protest (with its 10-day deadline, rather than JM 2010-ll 7's previous 30day deadline) and appeals process, neutralizing and diminishing the substantive and
practical value of such input... 20

The Chapter has expressed these concerns before the US District Court of Idaho
expressed such sentiments. Responsible officials need to consider the gravity of this
situation and its negative affect upon tribal consultation processes as well.

18https://www.nrn.blrn.gov/oilGas/leasing/leaseSales/2014/ianuary2014/Jan%202014%200G%20Lease%20Sale%2

0EA Public%20Review Rio%20Puerco.pdf: Table 2.0 (Pages 12-27)
Watersheds Project v. Zinke, 2018 WL 4550396, Case No. 1:18-cv-00187-REB (Doc. 74): Page 25
20
Id: Page 39
19Westem

"
8) Effect on Infrastructure and Health/Environment
Lastly, the massive increases in production that took place in Counselor area has led to
continued strain upon the area's infrastructure. Continued leasing (particularly without
EIS level mitigations) will continue to strain the infrastructure such as roads. This is
because proper EIS level planning will not have been completed before the lease sale.
The BLM is very much aware of the different type of impact and increased intensity of
unconventional development in the Counselor area. Having proper EIS level planning
will allow for thorough planning and ensure that parcels being offered can be offered
for lease sale. Additionally, all mitigations can be applied before lease sale, thus
mitigation strategies will not be limited by leasing actions. Also, the massive increase
in production in the Counselor area has certainly increased dust in the area from
increased traffic and it is more than likely that there has been increased emissions and
noise pollution.
9) Significance Conclusion
The degree of significance presented should compel the BLM to engage in an EIS for
the purposes of this lease sale. The Chapter must request that the BLM at minimum to
def er all parcels in the RPFO and FFO to ensure that proper level EIS documents and
appropriate cultural resource studies can be tiered to for purposes of this lease sale
(along with proper amounts of Tribal Consultation). It should be evident from GHG
and emission analysis that the impacts to the Oja Encino locality as detailed in the lease
document would be significant. Neither the RPFO or FFO have an EIS level planning
document to tier this lease sale to which incorporates horizontal drilling. The RPFO
does not have an updated EIS level plan which incorporates the newer realities of
modem drilling and oil/gas production which protects populations and resources from
negative impacts of oil/gas production.
III.Need for Further Tribal Consultation
For a myriad of reasons, Oja Encino Chapter Government must request that the BLM defer all
parcels proposed for the June 2019 lease sale for further tribal consultation. These lands are
significant areas that are important to the Navajo populations for economic, cultural, and resource
purposes. The complexities and importance of these areas require detailed conversations with
Navajo Local communities, Chapter Governments, and the National Navajo Government.

Additionally, without the ability to tier this proposed action to an updated EIS level plan that
contains updated Tribal consultation elements, of which this Tribal consultative environment has
vastly changed just within the last 4 years, these parcels will require additional time well beyond
the June 2019 timeline to be thoroughly consulted.
IV. Ojo Encino Chapter Land Use Plan Implications
The Oja Encino Chapter (the "Chapter") is a political subdivision of the Navajo Nation under 11
N.N.C. § 10 and a local governance certified chapter pursuant to 26 N.N.C. § 102. Utilizing Title
26 Authorities, Oja Encino Chapter developed its original Land Use Plan in December 2003.
Additional Title 26 authorities were granted via "Title 26 Certification" on March 6, 2012. With
these new authorities Oja Encino Amended its land use plan to meet the changing needs of the
community and certified the plan via Ordinance OJO-ORD-2017-1. Most of the parcels have the

/

potential to impact the quality of life of Ojo Encino chapter residents and members due to impacts
on the environment, likely impacts to from traffic, and impacts to the broader cultural environment.

1) Dine Bi Beenahaz'aanii (Navajo Fundamental Law)
On the opening page of the Ojo Encino's 2016 Community Based Land Use plan the Declaration
of the Foundation of Dine Law is displayed 21 . This provides the basis of Navajo law and
governance.
In the Navajo Nation Council Resolution amending the Navajo Nation Code to Recognize the
Fundamental Laws of the Dine (Resolution #CN-69-02) the following clauses are discussed:
The Dine have always been guided and protected by the immutable laws provided by the Diyin,
the Diyin Dine'e, Nahasdzaa and Yadilhil; these laws have not only provided sanctuary for the
Dine Life Way but has guided, sustained and protected the Dine as they journeyed upon and off
the sacred lands upon which they were placed since time immemorial; and 22
It is the duty of the Nation's leadership to preserve, protect and enhance the Dine Life Way and
sovereignty of the people and their government... 23
The Navajo Nation Council finds that the Dine Life Way must be protected and assured by
incorporating these fundamental laws into the Navajo Nation Code in a manner that will openly
acknowledge and recognize their importance and would generate interest to learn among all Dine;
and24
The Navajo Nation Council further finds that all elements of the government must learn, practice
and educate the Dine on the values and principles of these laws ... 25
The amended code itself describes Dine Bi Beenahaz'aanii as follows:
The Dine bi beenahaz'aanii embodies Diyin bitsqqd~~ beenahaz'aanii (Traditional Law), Diyin
Dine'e bitsqqd~~ beenahaz'aanii (Customary Law), Nahasdzaan d66 Yadilhil bitsqqd~~
beenahaz'aanii (Natural Law), and Diyin Nohookaa Dine bi beenahaz'aanii (Common Law).
These laws provide sanctuary for the Dine life and culture, our relationship with the world beyond
the sacred mountains, and the balance we maintain with the natural world.
These laws provide the foundation of Dine bi nahat'a (providing leadership through developing
and administering policies and plans utilizing these laws as guiding principles) and Dine
sovereignty. In tum, Dine bi nahat'a is the foundation of the Dine bi naat'a (government). Hence,

21 Ojo

Encino Chapter 2016 Community Based Land Use Plan: Page ii (Inside Cover). Available at
http://ojoencino.navajochapters.org/ojoencino_2016lup_l25dpi.pdf

22

CN-69-02 (Where As Clause 2) (Accessible online: http ://www.navajocourts.org/Resolutions/CN-6g:.02Dine.pdf)

23

Id. (Where As Clause 3)

24

Id. (Where As Clause 5)

25

Id . (Where As Clause 8)

.
the respect for, honor, belief and trust in the Dine bi beenahaz'aanii preserves, protects and
enhances the following inherent rights, beliefs, practices and freedoms ... 26
As noted by the Navajo Nation Council resolution CN-69-02, Navajo Fundamental Laws are a part
of Navajo governance since "time immemorial" 27 • These super structural laws have been practiced
by Navajo leaders in local governance since before European contact28 • The law should be
approached from a holistic manner.

1) Diyin Dine'e Bitsqqdt:t: Beenahaz'cianii--Dine Customary Law
"It is the right and freedom of the people that there always be holistic education of the values and
principles underlying the purpose of living in balance with all creation, walking in beauty and
making a living ... " 29

"It is the right and freedom of the people that every child and every elder be respected, honored
and protected with a healthy physical and mental environment, free from all abuse." 30
2) Nahasdzcicin d66 Ycidilhil Bitsqqdt:t: Beenahaz'cianii-Dine Natural Law
"The four sacred elements of life, air, light/fire, water and earth/pollen in all their forms must be
respected, honored and protected for they sustain life ... " 31

"The six sacred mountains, Sisnajini, Tsoodzil, Dook'o'oosliid, Dibe Nitsaa, Dzil Na'oodilii, Dzil
Ch'ool'i'i, and all the attendant mountains must be respected, honored and protected for they, as
leaders, are the foundation of the Navajo Nation ... "32
"All creation, from Mother Earth and Father Sky to the animals, those who live in water, those
who fly and plant life have their own laws, and have rights and freedom to exist..."33
"The Dine have a sacred obligation and duty to respect, preserve and protect all that was provided
for we were designated as the steward of these relatives through our use of the sacred gifts of
language and thinking ... " 34
"Mother Earth and Father Sky is part of us as the Dine and the Dine is part of Mother Earth and
Father Sky; The Dine must treat this sacred bond with love and respect without exerting dominance
for we do not own our mother or father. "35

26

: 1 N.N.C. § 202 (Accessible online: http://www.navajonationcouncil.org/Navajo%20Nation%20CodesN0010.pdf or

27

28

29

:

http://www.navajocourts.org/dine.htm)
CN-69-02 (Where As Clause 2)

: Kenneth Bobroff. Dine Bi Beenahaz'aanii: Codifying Indigenous Consuerudinary Law in the 21" Century. (Page 2)

: 1 N.N.C. § 204.A

30: 1 N.N.C. § 204.E
31 : 1 N.N.C. § 205.A
32

:

33
34

1 N.N.C. § 205.B
1 N.N.C. § 205.C

1 N.N.C. § 205.D
35
: 1 N.N.C. § 205.E
:
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"The rights and freedoms of the people to the use of the sacred elements of life as mentioned above
and to the use of the land, natural resources, sacred sites and other living beings must be
accomplished through the proper protocol of respect and offering and these practices must be
protected and preserved for they are the foundation of our spiritual ceremonies and the Dine life
way... "36
"It is the duty and responsibility of the Dine to protect and preserve the beauty of the natural world
for future generations. " 37
2) K'e Bikeyah (Related to Fundamental Law)
At the December 28, 2017 TriChapter meeting [representatives from Counselor, Ojo Encino, and
Torreon/Starlake Chapters were present], there was a discussion on the meaning of "k'e bikeyah".
The knowledge base of the discussion stems from Dine common knowledge that stems from
teachings handed down from Dine knowledge keepers (i.e. Medicine Men, elders, etc.) The
following narratives briefly describes the attempt to define the heading of this section:
One Chapter official said this about the land: "If we get rid of all the colors [referring the
checkerboarded and multi-colored map of the TriChapter area], the land is for all. We are free to
go to wherever [we wish]. We [Dine people], don't say 'We own the land'. Before maps there
were no designated boundaries only landmarks. These major and minor landmarks being sacred
mountains and sacred places. But we were free to travel beyond."
A local citizen stated: "Before the lands were mapped into ownership tracts the landscape is one
body. And from time immemorial the people were living in extended clan groups that move and
intermarried in the TriChapter region. All the lands were connected. The land is put there for us
and as the clans grew, there clans were then recognized to historically use certain areas of land.
These land areas were marked using various cultural patrimony (such as, but not limited to, buried
grinding stones, sweat lodges, certain types of textiles, and rock cairns)."
In an extended conversation, the following precipitated is translated from the Dine language: "The
regional Dine culture of the TriChapter areas is, at times, unique compared to other Dine regions
and communities. Our songs, stories, language and methods of ceremony differ in distinct ways
from people even as close seventy miles away. Even within the TriChapter region, the clans each
have differing histories at how they arrived within the region. In terms of land ownership, the
people don't own anything but control the footprints they are standing on. The land itself is a holy
being and provides nourishment to the people and the people give nourishment to the earthmother".
In summation, "K'e" is descriptive of a group of distinct and unique people that differ from other
groups of Dine even as close as seventy miles away. "Bikeyah" is difficult to define because the
Dine cannot own a holy deity. But, the TriChapter region Dine marked their historical land use
areas utilized various cultural patrimony. The Dine in TriChapter region are a unified people
through kinship, marriage and culture.

36 : 1 N.N.C. § 205.F
37: 1 N.N.C. § 205.G

Significantly, this shows Sub-Cultural variation which is an important Way-of-Life Social Factor
for NEPA analysis. Although the FFO is currently considering an ethnographic study of the broader
region, this sub-cultural variation has not been accounted for by current EIS level plans or other
lower level planning. It is likely this variation has not been shown through standard cultural
resource surveys. Thus, this sub-cultural variation will require extensive understanding to ensure
that impacts from proposed actions are understood and to fully understand potential mitigation
mechanisms that can be implemented which are properly contextualized for the area. Thus, any
irreversible action that could potentially limit mitigating mechanisms or other
determinations/alternatives of future sub-cultural variation studies in the area should be avoided.
3) Quality of Life
Title 26 of the Navajo Nation Code is meant to create "opportunities for the improvement of the
chapter members' quality of life by: 1. Creating opportunities and environment for economic
development. 2.Conserving natural resources and preserving Navajo heritage and culture ... " 38 .
Statistically, residents of Ojo Encino Chapter and the trichapter region do not appear to benefit via
job creation from Oil/Gas industry. Additionally, the local communities do not appear to benefit
from the revenues generated by federal oil/gas leases. Lastly, allottees do not appear to benefit
from federal oil/gas development particularly since it could lead to drainage. Drainage of tribal
trust and allottee assets is a major concern of the Chapter.
Thus, the Chapter in its fulfillment of the goals of Title 26 and balancing economic development
with the values as outlined in Dine Fundamental Law39 must interpret the proposed federal action
in the lens of "conserving natural resources and preserving Navajo heritage and culture" since
positive economic benefits are not apparent for the communities in question.
Ojo Encino identified Quality of Life as being a major element of increasing the Chapter's
residential population40 • As noted by Chapter planning documents, there is a large Navajo Diaspora
that exists across the Navajo Nation, the Trichapter Region, and Ojo Encino 41 • It is postulated that
by enhancing the Quality of Life for residents of Ojo Encino that some of the diaspora could be
brought back and to ensure current residents are satisfied living in the area. While the diaspora has
multiple causes (including unemployment, social disorder, lack of infrastructure and public
services) a strength that does exist to help counter this issue is the high environmental qualities of
the Chapter area (Clean Air (likely much better than NAAQS), High Quality Ground Water, good
Soundscape, good Viewscape, Dark Night Sky, Etc) 42 • Although the BLM does have mechanisms
to mitigate impacts to these resources, these mitigations were developed for the context of the
surrounding dominant society. These mitigation strategies were not developed for the unique
Navajo community context or the sub-cultural Trichapter social context.
The Chapter has determined that leasing will not likely improve the economic situation of the
Chapter residents and will likely strain already frail infrastructure, public services, and could cause
38

Ojo Encino Chapter 2016 Community Based Land Use Plan: Page 3 (From Navajo Nation Documents)

39 1 N.N.C. § 206.B
40

Ojo Encino Chapter 2016 Community Based Land Use Plan: Page 11
Ojo Encino Chapter Sustainable Community Growth Strategy: Pages 6-8 accessible at:
http://ojoencino.navajochapters.org/ojoencino_2016econplan_300dpi.pdf
42
Ojo Encino Chapter Sustainable Community Growth Strategy: Page 36
41

additional social issues as was evident in Counselor Chapter. Additionally, leasing will likely lead
to increased degradation of the key natural qualities of the area which is helping to maintain current
population levels. While the act of leasing will not immediately cause these degradation/impacts
to occur, the likelihood of them occurring with leasing these parcels is significantly heightened
and would limit potential mitigations. Currently, no EIS level planning exists that accounts for the
unique nature of the population dynamics in Navajo communities, additional planning and
understanding is needed by the BLM to fully mitigate and possibly prevent negative consequences
of leasing/development from occurring to the rural communities. Thus, all FFO parcels should be
deferred from leasing to further understand these important dynamics.
4) Water Resources
Ojo Encino Chapter and Trichapter Officials identified to the BLM RPFO that Ojo Ecnino water
is of high quality and supplies the region with groundwater via Navajo Tribal Utility Authority
waterlines. At least two major water bearing aquifers are identified within Chapter boundaries:
Menefee and Mesa Verde formations 43 . Some of these formations exist more then 2,000' under the
surface within Chapter boundaries. Thus, the Chapter has a combination of deep and shallow water
sources (for both human and livestock use). Additionally, seeps/springs were also identified in the
Chapter as being of high quality. Water is identified as "one of the most critical elements for
development within the chapter."44 Although the Navajo-Gallup Water Supply Project (Cutter
Lateral) will provide a large source of clean surface water for the Chapter and surrounding region,
the hydrologic report underlying the project cannot guarantee its water supply determinations due
to legal settlements of upstream users and climatic shifts45 • Thus, in the unlikely situation that by
2060 water shortages occur the groundwater present in Ojo Encino will be very important for the
Navajo population. Additionally, time horizons past 2060 become increasingly varied as to surface
water supplies. The Chapter looks at extended timelines for the security of its population on the
horizon of many generations and centuries at a time. Groundwater is a resource which is controlled
immediately within the community and provides a resource security for a necessary element for
our community to exist in the future no matter what legal, political, and climatic changes occur.
Thus, any potential projects or actions which could directly or indirectly lead to degradation of
aquifers within Ojo Encino is taken extremely seriously as an economic and cultural security issue.
As part of the Chapter policies the following is stated:
III.Natural & Cultural Resources
1. Ojo Encino Chapter's policy regarding water is it's protection and conservation.
a) All water (surface and sub-surface) should be protected from undue or unneeded contamination.
b) Ground water must be protected and shall include deep aquifer water.
c) The chapter shall develop a water management policy which should consider aquifer recharge. 46
It is important to note that the Chapter considers all water to be protected from undue or unneeded
contamination. This includes water which might not be considered "potable" by various agencies
or entities. This water may be currently unpotable but future technology may open this water for

43Ojo

Encino Chapter 2016 Community Based Land Use Plan: Page 66
Ojo Encino Chapter 2016 Community Based Land Use Plan: Page 69
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1d Page 69
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usage. More importantly water is also sacred both in cultural terms and by Navajo law 47 having
more then just mere economic value. Water is additionally protected as a cultural resource by the
following Ojo Encino Policies 111.B.i and 111.C.i:
It is the policy of the chapter that cultural resources includes
past and present cultural facets of the community and
natural resources. All lands bordering Dinetah are a part
of the greater cultural landscape. All activities within Ojo
Encino that effect both past and current tangible and
intangible cultural elements in accordance to what Dine
within Ojo Encino revere in the natural, ceremonial, and
oral histories since time immemorial are considered to
impact Ojo Encino's cultural resources. Thus, any
development that may have these impacts should be
considered to ensure that development will not impact the
cultural resources too negatively and is properly balanced
with positive elements for the community community.
(Policy 111.B.i )48
Ojo Encino considers natural resources and cultural resources
as being the same. Impacts on natural resources (both
living and non-living) do constitute an impact on the
cultural resources and well being of the community. Any
development which will negatively impact or deplete
natural resources in the community should be examined
for negative and positive consequences to the natural
resource and to the cultural environment. This shall
include viewsheds. (Policy 111.C.i )49
Additionally, the Chapter is concerned with any federal actions which has the potential
to effect (directly or indirectly) Navajo Reservoir and Cutter Reservoir waters since
these are the headwaters for the Navajo Gallup Water Supply Cutter Lateral Project
which will provide many Eastern Agency Chapters with domestic water.
Lastly, the Chapter as a Cooperating Agent for the FFO RMPA is concerned that the
lease of any parcels within the FFO will restrict potential alternatives regarding water
protection and lead to unmitigated impacts that are not accounted for by current EIS
level plans.
Unfortunately, the BLM FFO or RPFO have not done planning in regards to horizontally drilled
hydraulically fractured wells and how they differ regarding production and impacts. In Counselor,
NMOCD c-115 data shows the following:

47

1 N.N.C. § 205.A
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Major increases in water which is either transported (which is assumed to be sold) or Othered. It
is not clear what other means however it appears to refer to sludge disposal. This sludge contains
various levels of heavy metal and other potential toxins. The BLM has not fully analyzed in this
EA or other documents the attributes of this toxic waste product which will be produced in large
quantities within the area and potentially injected within Ojo Encino Chapter boundaries. Since
the scale of production is so significantly higher, the BLM needs to take a hard look at how
produced water handling and disposal will effect localities (especially local EJ communities) since
the chances for spills and or accidents will inevitably increase. This trend has been also seen in
Co~elor -~ hapter:
Counsel or Chapter A rea
Reported#of OIi/Gas Spill s and Incidents and Gallons o f Spilled P rodu ct
As of April 13th, 2019
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5) Heating Fuel (Firewood)
The Chapter considers firewood to be a subsistence resource of the Navajo people in Oja Encino
and the broader region. This is designated by the Chapter's Policies:
The chapter considers fuelwood supplies as being a subsistence
resource of the Navajo community. This is due to historical
consumption use, current overwhelming use, and an economic
inability of Navajo community members to change heating fuels.
All federal agencies should be made aware of this. (Policy
III.C.ii )50
The reason for this designation is based on Census data and from locally derived survey
data for the liichapter region.
Census Data

New Mexico
United States
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253

105

150

280

348

28,342
2,535
5,857
52,087
2,415,634

44,691
48,534
41,036
762,551
117,716,237

52.4%
82.2%
70.00/4
80.5%
63.4%
5.2%
14.3%
6.8%
2.1%
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The Census data and locally collected Trichapter Survey data both indicate that there
is a differential pattern of vegetative resource usage by the populations within the
Navajo Nation. Thus, additional analysis is required to understand this usage and
potential impacts from any direct or indirect effects of the proposed federal actions.
6) Road/I'ransportation Impacts
The main route within Ojo Encino Chapter is called Ojo Encino Road, also known by its designated
route number ISR-474. ISR-474 provides a connection mechanism for people from Torreon, Ojo
Encino, and Counselor who are traveling north to Farmington and South to
Bernalillo/Albuquerque. This road is in the BIA inventory and the road has been damaged by
hum.ate mining traffic located on Federal Leases. Additionally, this road has a damaged bridge and
serves as part of local school bus routes. This road along 'With the myriad of dirt roads within Ojo
Encino has not been designed for heavy industrial traffic.
The Ojo Encino Land Use Plan has identified the areas where this road has suffered large amounts
of potholes51 • In a community meeting with the a local NM state police officer, the officer declared
the road to be one of the most dangerous in his district. This is due to the quantity and severity of
the potholes which form. This appears to be due to heavy industrial traffic which uses the road.
Pothole repairs alleviate the situation temporarily (a few months) but the patches wear out quickly.
The Chapter is working with entities to fix, upgrade, and control traffic on the road. However,
additional traffic on this and other roads within the Chapter will stress the already frail
infrastructure further (while not providing sufficient resources to mitigate these further impacts).
This is already the case due to insufficient BLM planning, mitigations, and planning by BLM
actions in Counselor (Oil/Gas Development) and by within Ojo Encino (Hum.ate Extraction).
ISR-474 Road Condition Report from Ojo Encino Land Use Plan
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The BLM must def er all parcels that could potentially affect roads within the Chapter
and surrounding chapters. Real planning (not a basic traffic plan) must be developed
to actually mitigate impacts from traffic and ensure safety while ensuring that
infrastructure degradation is prevented.
7) Land Consolidation
The Chapter has a policy of consolidating all land management to tribal control 52 • Ideally, this
includes minerals as well53 • The policy is number 11.E.1:
The policy of Ojo Encino chapter is that all lands within Ojo Encino boundaries should be
transferred to tribal control. Tribal can mean either allotment or trust lands.
a) The chapter considers all lands within its boundaries to have social, economic, and cultural
significance to its community. The chapter also considers that these lands also have effects on the
political/governance integrity of the chapter, economic security of chapter residents, and have
effects on the health/welfare of chapter residents.
The Chapter must insist that the BLM (both RPFO and FFO) work with the Chapter to consolidate
lands within Chapter boundaries to reduce management conflicts. However, leasing current lands
before consolidating lands could preclude options which may be currently available. Thus, the
Chapter must insist all parcels within and surrounding Ojo Encino Chapter be deferred for further
consultation.
8) Population Density of Areas
The Chapter has concerns with parcels being offered that have populations living on or within
proximity. Thus, the Chapter must insist on additional time and consultation to more fully
understand which parcels have populations living upon or in an area around them.
IV. Economic Plan Impacts

1) Food System Development
The Chapter has made Food Systems Development a key component of its economic
development strategy54 • This strategy includes the development of gardens, farms, and
ranching. All of these activities could be impacted by the proposed FFO lease sale
parcels since these activities rely heavily upon ground water. This will likely be the
case even after the Navajo-Gallup Cutter Lateral is constructed. Thus, any activities in
the area that could affect groundwater, surface water, or ranchlands/farmlands is of
great concern to the Chapter for economic reasons. The Chapter must insist that all
parcels within 10 miles of Ojo Encino Chapter boundaries are deferred for further
consultation.
2) Chaco Cultural Landscape
Any Parcels that could effect the broader Chaco Cultural landscape are of great concern
to the Chapter (this extends further then the 10 mile buffer zone). The chapter believes

52

Id. Page 98
Ojo Encino Chapter Sustainable Community Growth Strategy: Page 34
54
Id.: Page 42-43

53

that Chaco Canyon can provide a regional anchor for Navajo tourism development55 •
Thus, the Chapter must insist all parcels that effect this larger cultural region must be
def erred for further tribal consultation.
3) San Juan Badlands ERMA
The Chapter has integrated the proposed San Juan Badlands ERMA (2016 Draft RPFO
RMP) into its economic plan. This is a beautiful area which deserves more protections
and should not be treated by the BLM as a potential major oil/gas development zone.
Much (but not all) of the areas within this area is subject to a list of merely 6 BLM
stipulations according to the 1986 RPFO RMP. Proper protection of this area is in the
economic and cultural interest of residents, the BLM RPFO lacks sufficient planning
to protect this area from negative impacts of oil/gas development due to a lack of an
updated RMP.
4) Economic Planning Conclusion
The proposed BLM action for all RPFO and FFO parcels have the potential to indirectly
effect Ojo Encino economic planning in a negative manner. The Chapter must insist
that all parcels are def erred for further consultation and mitigation development to
ensure plan conformance.

VI. Disproportionate Economic Impacts and Different Economic Environment
The economic environment of the Navajo Chapters (and of the Eastern Agency in general)
is vastly different then the surrounding counties. Using standard economic analysis hides
this economic reality faced by Navajo communities
1) Employment in Oil and Gas Extractive Industry
Census data indicates the residents of the Navajo chapters of Counselor, Huerfano,
Nageezi, Ojo Encino, and Torreon/Starlake are paid significantly less for Oil/Gas
employment then San Juan or Sandoval county averages 56 • It also appears from census
data that the percent of the population in these jurisdictions are employed at rates far
lower then San Juan county57 . These employment rates are in general higher than
Sandoval county; however, Sandoval county base employment rate for oil/gas and
mining is very low. Additionally, almost all oil/gas activity occurring in Sandoval
county is in Navajo or Jicarilla areas 58 •
This data seems to indicate that employment economic benefits are accruing to
residents in non-Navajo jurisdictions while many of the Navajo areas have comparable
levels of Oil/Gas development in San Juan county, and relatively high levels of oil/gas
development compared to Sandoval county. This disparity may have many reasons
(statistical error, education, or other systemic structural issues). However, from best
available data this appears to be a reality for the Navajo communities, and appears to

55Id.

Page 41
1: Pay Rates
57
Appendix 2: Employment Rates
58Appendix 3: Sandoval County Political Map
56Appendix

confirm observational evidence brought forward by residents of various Navajo
communities.
Thus, while Navajo communities will have to endure negative impacts from oil/gas
development, they will not necessarily see the benefits of such development while other
communities will.
The employment structure for the proposed NEAMZ area and for all Chapters that are
bordered by the 4 county area (McKinley, Rio Arriba, Sandoval, and San Juan) is
different than the structure for the populations of those chapters on the stateside.
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The above table looks at the structure of employment by industry and geography. Data is
presented for the 10 chapters that are present within the FFO RMPA planning area (also
referred to as NEAMZ). While a large portion of these chapters are within the planning
area the data is for the entire chapter (not just the planning area portion of the chapter).
Next, the combined data for the 4-county area is shown (it includes all of the 4 counties
both within and outside of the planning area). Following this is the data for all Navajo

chapters within the 4-county area. Lastly, the 4 county area data is shown with the Navajo
Chapter data (for the four-county area) removed.
Additional major economic structural differences is unemployment and labor participation
rates. The unemployment rate is also substantially higher in Navajo chapters than in the
surrounding counties. The 2017 5-year ACS DP03 table shows that unemployment for the
the IO-chapter initial NEAMZ area is at 27.7%. The four-county area in general has an
unemployment rate of I0.0% while all the Navajo chapters within the 4-county area has an
unemployment rate of 20.0%. The unemployment for the 4-county area with all chapters
removed is at 8.5%.
The labor participation rate (LPR) is also much lower within chapter communities as well.
In 2017 the 5-year ACS DP03The LPR for the IO-chapter area is 49.3%, the four-county
area is 56. 7%, all chapters within the four county area is 46.6%, and the four counties with
the chapter removed is 58.6%. The difference in LPR between Navajo chapters and the
surrounding counties is over 20% difference (12% absolute difference).
It is also important to understand that income is also lower for Navajo chapters as compared
to their surrounding county counterparts. Total average income for all chapters in the 4county area is $23,552. The four-county area has an average income of 31,912 but the 4county area average income increases to $33,031 when chapters are not included. The
difference in income is nearly $9,500 between chapter residents and residents of the
surrounding counties. All economic sectors show a similar pattern regarding lower incomes
f or chaoters.
4 Countv Area AN Chllntltn. within 4 Countv Al'N

Total:
1
• ~ - - - - - . ......

and .......... andmlnlnn·

$31,912
$66,898

S38.248

$28 081
S17300
$31 660
$12.873

$33,031
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$34 790
UR839
$39348
SZ2381
$49 834
1139.472

$35,235

$24,270

$35,885

$44,400

$33,004

$44,980

$32,010

$23,608

$33,683

$14,837

$15,719

$14,717

$20 257
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$33819

$20405
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Substantially higher unemployment, substantially lower labor participation rates,
significant differences in sector employment, and substantially lower average incomes
show how chapter areas are substantially different in terms of labor structure as compared
to the surrounding counties.

ii) Leakage Rates
The economic leakage rate for the Navajo Nation as a whole has been and continues to be
high. The US Commission on Civil Rights issued a report in the 1970s that indicated the

leakage rate for the Navajo Nation was 67% 59 • The Navajo Nation Division of Economic
Development 2009-2010 Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy indicates the
economic leakage rate is slightly lower at 64% 60 • However, it is likely this rate varies based
on area.
Based on proximity to border towns and the degree of economic development by chapter
will determine the leakage rate at the chapter level. On nation economic areas in eastern
Navajo include Shiprock and Crownpoint. Additional economic opportunities exist
throughout eastern areas of the Navajo Nation (such as a few gas stations, trading posts,
smaller flea markets, and other informal economic elements). However, for many chapters
it is likely that the economic leakage rates are much higher than 64%. For example, in the
trichapter area only two c-stores exists, one of which sells gas (Torreon/Starlake). It is
important to note that both of these businesses exist on private land, thus are subject to
regulations and taxation of the State/County. Although the c-store in Counselor is owned
by the Navajo Nation. Thus, these stores represent formal economic entities which keep
the leakage rates lower. However, looking at the food/energy surveys for the trichapter area
indicate that very little of overall food shopping takes place at these stores. Thus, it is likely
that leakage rates for the trichapter area is much higher than 64%.
2) Revenue Generation
In 2015 the Chapter commissioned a study of federal oil/gas production within Eastern
Agency areas of the Navajo Nation. The study was aimed at estimating the amount of
wealth generated by federal oil/gas wells within Eastern Agency and estimate the
amount of federal royalties (as defined by FLPMA) generated within eastern agency
(upon federal leases). The total amount generated per year in 2013 and 2014 was
roughly $150,000,000 generating roughly $19,000,000 in federal royalties. These
royalties are nearly evenly split between the Treasury Department and Santa Fe.
However, much of these funds never directly or indirectly come back to the Navajo
communities being impacted by federal oil/gas development. This has to do with legal
structural issues.
The importance of this issue is to recognize that unlike other New Mexico communities
which potentially can benefit from federal royalties, Navajo communities do not likely
benefit as much or to a substantially lesser degree. It should be noted, federal payments
to the Navajo Nation due to treaty obligations of the United States with the Navajo
Nation are not justification for the extraction of wealth from communities without
bringing back monies to help mitigate impacts (which is the intention of revenue
sharing under FLPMA). Additionally, in the Chapter's past discussions with counties,
the counties do not feel that they are being adequately funded for services at this time
by the state. Thus, the potential trickle down effect of Santa Fe giving monies to the
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McCabe and Hester. The Navajo Nation: An American Colony. A report of the United States Commission on Civil
Rights. 1975. Page 26. Accessed at https://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED111561.

60

The Navajo Nation 2009-2010 Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy. Navajo
Nation Division of Economic Development. Page 23. Accessed
athttp://navajobusiness.com/pdf/CEDS/CED NN Final 09 10.pdf

counties and perhaps the counties providing increased services within chapter
boundaries (such as grading) is not likely happening.
It is important for the BLM to fully recognize that the Navajo Nation is a sovereign
Nation. Unfortunately, due to the checkerboard situation, federal oust lands are not
currently taxed by the Navajo Nation. Thus, production taking place on those lands
within Navajo country do not necessarily benefit the communities in which the
production takes place. As was shown, employment benefits have seemingly accrued
to non-chapter communities. Due to major economic souctural differences, economic
growth/development have not accrued to the chapter communities either. Thus, the next
potential benefit for chapter communities (that benefits the broader community and not
small segments) would be taxes. However, the BLM does not fully analyze this
situation regarding the Chapters.
New Mexico is nearly at the bottom for providing oil/gas tax revenues to its local
communities distributing only 14% of its oil tax and only 3% of its gas tax revenues to
local governments 61 • The amount of local revenues (from taxes and state distributions)
in New Mexico from the typical unconventional oil well was about $94,623 in 2016 (at
$60.00/barrel it would be approximately $123,000 Jan 2018) over ten years. Tax
revenues from oil/gas production is a key element in mitigating negative impacts to
communities from oil/gas production. It is the underlying purpose of FLPMA revenue
sharing (although it is generally determined by the state how it decides to distribute
those revenues). In 2014 the typical unconventional oil well was estimated to generate
$1.3 million in revenues over 10 years, with approximately $1 million of the revenue
generated in the first 2 years 62 • Assuming similar production curves and a current price
of about $60.00 this amount would be about $918,000.
However, it is important to understand that Navajo Nation is sovereign and the State of
New Mexico is also a different sovereign (and a different type of sovereign). Thus,
much of the production that takes place on Federal, State, and private lands do not
benefit the Navajo Chapters or Navajo Nation via taxes or distributions. The only
production that takes place within Navajo Nation in much of eastern agency is on
allotment lands, which is a complicated situation in regards to taxation and regulation.
One form of distribution the state does directly to the Navajo Nation is the tribal
infrasoucture fund (TIF). However, this fund has not provided a large amounts of
monies to Navajo compared to revenues generated by chapters in the San Juan Basin.
The following are TIF awards over the last five years comparing amounts granted to
Navajos versus the total amount distributed63 :
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NM Tribal Infrastructure Fund Distributions
Total Distribution 10 Chapter Area 10Chapter% All Chapters Navajo%

Year

2018
2017
2016
2015
2014

$8,831,925
$5,415,503
$U,158,068
$14,235,640
$14,235,640

$0

0.0%

$0
$160,000

0.0%

$0
$300,000

1.3%
0.0%
21%

$3,980,078
$470,000
$3,39S,9U
$6,208,394
$2,275,000

45.1%
8.7%
27.9%
43.6%
16.0%

It becomes evident that the most effected chapters are not receiving TIF monies. Over
the last 5 years the 10 chapter area has received less than 1% (0.80%) of total TIF funds;
however, these areas have generated substantially more than this in oil/gas revenues
from state and federal royalties and lease sales. It should be noted that in only the first
3 quarters of 2018 that Indian gaming revenues (via Indian gaming compacts)
generated nearly $54 million dollars in revenues for New Mexico. Nearly 11 % of total
net winnings from this period were generated by the Navajo Nation, thus the Navajo
Nation likely generated close to $6 million in revenue for New Mexico in the first 3
quarters of 2018. To put this into perspective Navajo Casinos (Nation wide not just
New Mexico) distributed $10 million to all 110 chapters for FY2019 64 •

This is illustrative of the fact that the extractive industries in the area are also extracting
wealth and opportunity for the chapter communities. Excuses that other revenue
mechanisms from the state (such as TIF) make up for the lack of direct distributions is
insufficient and ill informed. The revenues simply from one source of Indian gaming
far more than exceeds distributions from TIF, and likely covers any other additional
distribution mechanisms. Additionally, New Mexico has one of the lowest rates of local
governmental oil and gas tax revenue distribution, so the stress placed upon counties
to maintain services to tribal areas (which are outside of their tax base) is also highly
stressed.
VIII.
43 CFR §3203.10 (a)(e) for EOI Process Is Not Valid for Oil/Gas Resources
43 CFR §3203.10 (a) and (e) details the process for including lands for competitive sale for
Geothermal Resources. The parts of the CFR outlined for EOI for oil and gas leasing are under
part 3200 Geothermal Resource Leasing. Under 43 CFR §3120.3 the "Director may elect to
implement the provisions contained in §§3120.3-1 through 3120.3-7 of this title after review
of any comments received during a period of not less than 30 days following publication in the
Federal Register of notice that implementation of those sections is being considered". Parts
§3120.3-1 through §3120.3-7 outline a nomination process for oil/gas leasing. However, it does
not appear that the director has ever put this process through the 30 public review.
The Chapter must insist that the BLM only allow parcels to lease sale which have gone through
an actual oil/gas nomination process, and not a process which has been arbitrarily chosen for
other resources.
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IX. UNDRIP
The United Nations General Assembly passed resolution 61/295: United Nations Declaration
on the Rights oflndigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) on September 13, 2007. Although the United
States was one of only four governments in the General Assembly not to vote for the resolution
originally, this changed with President Obama's support starting in December of 2010.
Additionally, the issues arising in North Dakota with the Standing Rock Sioux regarding the
construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline has raised concerns by the United Nations
Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues. In a letter, the forum requested that the United States
Government abide by the stipulations of UNDRIP.
This letter is located at:
https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/news/2016/08/statement-onprotests/
The chapters recognize that the UNDRIP is considered by the US government as "not legally
binding or a statement of current international law", but the Chapter also recognizes that the
US government considers UNDRIP as having "both moral and political force". Thus, the
Chapter will raise issues related to UNDRIP directly as to help the federal government morally.
Upon review of UNDRIP, the Chapter feels that there is currently no free and prior consent
given by peoples in regards to Eastern Agency parcels (which includes all RPFO and FFO
parcels, although parcel 25 is far removed it is within Navajo aboriginal lands and in the lands
granted by the US Government to Navajo people for settlement via EO 709 and EO 744) for
their development. Via resolution, the chapter governments that the Eastern Agency parcels lie
within are against all lease sales until the FFO RMPA is completed. An additional nine chapters
have also passed resolutions against the lease sale, this includes all Eastern Agency chapters
within the planning boundaries of the FFO RMPA. The Eastern Navajo Agency Council is
composed of officials from all 31 eastern agency chapters. In addition, the Navajo Nation
President's office is also against any Eastern Agency lease sale until the FFO RMPA is
completed. Thus, via governmental resolutions at the Navajo local, Agency, and National level
governments there is unity in that leasing should not occur until various needs are met.

IX. Rio Puerco Field Office 1986 Resource Management Plan

RPFO Current/Active RMP Cover Page
The planning process for the currently active and utilized Rio Puerco Field Office Resource
Management plan was announced in the Federal Register on March 23, 198365 . The plan
was signed in January of 198666 .In the RPFO RMP six oil and gas stipulations were
developed (plus a New Mexico one). These stipulations are discussed in table 8 of the
RPFO RMP (pages 29-31).

65
66

RPFO 1986 RMP: Page 12
Id.: Page 4

. - - - - - --

Of particular interest are the maps showing the administrative boundary for the RPFO in
its currently active RMP.
-,-j ,,........,..,_,,.-.

Map from current RPFO RMP showjng ,ad.min boundaries
· RPFO RMP Images67
LEOEHD

,1..;

from current RPFO RMP showin
The RPFO must def er all parcels due to the need for an updated RMP to adopt new strategies,
mitigations, and policies for the area which has seen changes in its needs and for the new reality
of hydraulically fractured horizontally drilled wells being used at mass scale. As a gentle reminder,
the RPFO RMP is over 3 decades old and needs updating (for example the RPFO administrative
67

https://ia601704.us.archive.org/19/items/riopuercoresourcunit_0/riopuercoresourcunit_0.pdf
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boundaries have changed). Parcels 46 and 51 are not even within the planning area of the current
RPFORMP.
.,

In a related matter, the FFO must do the same since they must amend their current 2003 RMP to
adapt measures and policies for the new realities of hydraulically fractured horizontally drilled
wells being used at mass scale.

X. Other Concerns
1) Elevated Emissions Portrayed as merely a "Nuisance"
The Chapter is extremely concerned about the BLM's cavalier position regarding the elevated
emissions from the potential wells stemming from this proposed leasing action. In the draft EA the
BLM states:
Exposure to criteria pollutant emissions-particularly PM2.5 and PMlO-VOCs, and 03
(as a secondary emission) would pose a temporary nuisance for those living near the future
oil and gas development. 68
However, as analyzed previously, the emissions from the wells would provide for a significant
increase in various pollutants. The bulk of the increases may be temporary, but would be acute.
Thus, it would be more than a nuisance and could prove to be a medical emergency for any
sensitive populations in the area. Additionally, while the amount appear low when diluted on a
very large scale (such as the 4-county region) when brought down to a more contextualized region
(such as the Ojo Encino buffer area) it appears that the potential development is quite potent.
Additionally, the draft EA states:
While levels of HAPs would also increase during construction and completion activities
under the Proposed Action, these levels would be low relative to the distance from the
source and would not pose a risk to human health (including cancer) because there would
be no long-term exposure to elevated levels of toxic air pollutants. 69
These statements are relatively ambiguous. Low levels relative to the distance from the source is
a relative statement based on where the measurement is being taken. What types of distances are
being discussed and what HAPS are being analyzed? The Chapter understands that the EPA has
data on HAPs and CAPs, CAPs can also be hazardous. Does the BLM also consider CAPS in this
statement as well. This is especially important since the BLM acknowledges that PM can travel
great distances.
Thus, the Chapter believes that the RPFO must defer all proposed parcels so that it may do better
more contextualized planning for the parcels being offered for lease sale and consult with local
chapter governments regarding local regional specific impacts.
2) Coalbed Methane Development and Groundwater
The Chapter finds it odd that the BLM has not discussed CBM development. There are a
substantial number of wells within proximity of the proposed lease parcels that are CBM. CBM in
the area tends to be shallow additionally the Ojo Alamo formation is in close proximity to CBM
68
69

RPFO Draft June 2019 Lease Sale EA (DOI-BLM-NM-A0l0-2019-0010-EA): Page 35
RPFO Draft June 2019 Lease Sale EA (DOI-BLM-NM-A0l0-2019-0010-EA): Page 36

bearing stratigraphies. The BLM must take a hard look at potential of CBM and its potential
interaction with ranching, subsistence, and domestic groundwater uses by local population.
3) Chacoan Landscape 70
The Chapter has already discussed the issue related to it belief that the Greater Chacoan landscape
extends in the area being offered for leasing by the RPFO. However, the Chapter must insist on
reminding the BLM that Chacoans are also Navajo ancestors as well. The BLM should be
cognizant of the oral and ancestral history of the Chacoans to understand all tribes that claim
ancestry to Chaco, of which Navajos are one. The BLM must conduct more tribal consultation
with Navajos so the BLM RPFO can better understand the cultural sphere in the area it has
proposed to lease so that it may better develop strategies to mitigate impacts from potential
development.
4) Other
1) The RPFO EA erroneously states that chapter poverty rates in the shown table vary
from a low of 38% to a high of 68%. The actual low amount is 50% not 38%. Page
52 RPFO
2) If the Groundwater for well development is taken locally it would represent a very
large proportion of usage for the Oja Encino buffer area (as opposed to comparing
it at the county level). Page 53 RPFO
3) The BLM must begin to consider impacts of oil and gas development upon
lifeforms which live in the underground environment. These lifeforms tend to be
cellular but are part of the living environment, as such the Chapter considers it as
part of the cultural sphere of the area. Additionally, these organisms can effect GHG
and other various emissions from wells. The BLM must remove all parcels from
leasing until further analysis can be done regrading underground lifeform impacts.
4) Rio Puerco Watershed Impacts not analyzed sufficiently

Although the following table is concentrated on the RPFO Final EA. the comments are also
related to the BLM FFO Final EA as well.
RPFO
Comment
Final EA
Page#
12
Parcels 46 and 51 are outside the planning area boundary of the RPFO's active RMP
and RMPA. These parcels must be withdrawn since they are not within a currently
active RPFO plan.
12
BLM correctly acknowledges Counselor Chapter's policies relate to natural resource
development both within and surrounding Counselor Chapter. However, the BLM
completely ignores Oja Encino Chapters integration of the San Juan Badlands
ERMA in its draft RMP with its economic development plan. Why does the BLM
deny Oio Encino Chapter's policy connection to lands surrounding its boundaries?
15 (AIBAs discussed by Oja Encino Chapter, the San Juan Badlands ERMA has been
5)
incorporated into the Oja Encino Economic Strategy Plan, negative impacts to this
recreation area is of great concern to the Chapter.
70
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15 (AIB6)

16 (AIB8)

17 (AIB11)

18 (AIB15)

22
25

25

26

There is more than H2S issues to contend with in regards to human health. Increased
levels above ambient of VOCs have been recorded in various hotspots due to oil/gas
production within Counselor Chapter and increased levels of PM 2.5 and PM 10
above ambient due to oil/gas within Counselor Chapter. Additionally, there are other
impacts from increases in various HAPS and CAPS from oil/gas production,
cumulative increases in industrial and vehicular accidents and cumulative increases
in stress borne by local populations. These cumulative increases should be analyzed
in regards to human health even if some of the CAPS and other figures are below
NAAQS or NMAAQS since every incremental increase (even at levels below
National and NM standards) can cause increases in negative health outcomes.
The Chapter is relieved that the BLM RPFO has finally indicated its agreement that
the proposed June 2019 lease parcels are part of the Greater Chaco region by stating
that 6 sites within the proposed parcels are Anasazi sites. As Navajo and Pueblos
groups (including the Chapter) have stated, these parcels are part of the Greater
Chaco region and requires additional analysis as the secretary had wisely requested
in a previous lease sale. Thus, all lease sale parcels (FFO and RPFO) should be
deferred for further cultural analysis.
The BLM RPFO has a special and unique responsibility to take watershed analysis
seriously in areas that could effect the Rio Puerco Watershed. All of the proposed
RPFO June 2019 lease parcels will effect (directly or indirectly) the Rio Puerco
Watershed. Unfortunately, it appears the BLM RPFO consistently ignores its
responsibilities mandated by congress which established the Rio Puerco
Management Committee via Public Law 104-333. Considering congress considers
the protection of the Rio Puerco watershed to be of great importance, why does the
BLM RPFO only consider it in brief? All parcels should be deferred to allow for a
more detailed analysis of potential Rio Puerco Watershed impacts, and to identify
needed mitigation measures which are not currently available in the 1986 RMP or
1992 RMPA since both overly matured yet active documents were conceived and
aooroved long before the RPMC was created.
The BLM RPFO has projected the amounts of wells to be developed for the lease
sale, why can't it use these projections to do a socioeconomic impact analysis,
particularly for local and EJ communities? Additionally, this area of the "San Juan
Basin" differs simificantly in terms of oil/gas industrv impacts.
BLM RPFO RFD 2010 citation does not aooear in the reference section
456 acres of new surface disturbance would represent a nearly 64% increase in
surface disturbance for the RPFO (if the current figure of 260 acres as denoted on
page 24 is correct). This is a significant decision for the RPFO which will
dramatically increase surface impacts.
Why are there only two alternatives analyzed, is it because it is the minimum
required for a "proper" NEPA analysis? The BLM and public could benefit from
some different alternatives. The Chapter has no suggestions for other alternatives
since it has determined from data that all parcels should be deferred (No action
alternative).
Why does the BLM RPFO not include the San Juan Badlands ERMA as a RFFA as
part of its analysis?

30 (T 3.2)
35 (T 3.6)

45

47

The EPA 1 year primary PM2.5 NAAQS is 12.0 µg/m 3 not 60 µg/m 3 • The FFO EA
Table 3.3 has similar mistakes.
Table 3.6 still hides total emissions impacts by using a larger 4 county area. All
RPFO parcels are within Sandoval county and at a minimum should indicate
Sandoval county emissions, this was provided by the Chapter in its EA comments. It
is also shown on the FFO Final EA table 3.4. Additionally, all parcels are located
within a very concentrated area and even better more locally specific analysis would
focus on the immediate surrounding communities as well. The Chapter also
provided some of this analysis too. BLM RPFO must defer all parcels to do better
locally specific analysis, and stop trying to hide impact by averaging them out over
substantially larger reru.ons.
BLM RPFO acknowledges that the projected development from this lease sale will
lead to large amounts of GHG emissions. However, it indicates that it can do
nothing to stem climate change. Climate change due to anthropogenic influences is
incremental, thus every time additional GHG emissions are added the effects are
more likely to occur and are more likely to become more acute. So why does the
BLM wash its hands of any ability to help mitigate climate change which it
acknowledges is real and is anthropogenically driven? Additionally, the EJ
communities surrounding these parcels are disproportionately affected by climate
change as projected by the BLM RPFO in the EA. Indigenous communities rely on
the land for economic and spiritual sustenance. Changes in climate will effect the
distribution of medicinal and culturally important plants, modifications to rainfall
timings and intensity will disturb traditional dry-farming practices, and, as
previously noted, Navajo communities almost completely rely on fuelwood for
heating as a subsistence resource. To not analyze in depth the effects of climate
change in general and particularly upon EJ communities is irresponsible and is
incomplete planning by the BLM RPFO. Even if the amount of GHG emissions
from this lease sale is projected to be tiny compared to global emissions, which once
again a way in which the BLM hides true impacts of the lease by using extremely
large geographic regions, its impact still is cumulative and should be analyzed.
Additionally, how much additionally CO2e emissions increase will be coming from
the immediate local area due to the proposed lease sale? The FFO also must do
similar analysis.
What effects to the geology and landscape would come from removing nearly
5.2 million barrels of water? This equates to removing over 29 million cubic
feet of water , additionally another 5.25 million cubic feet of oil will be
removed. Nearly 120 million cubic feet of gas will be removed, but this gas is
likely compressed so its volume would not be the same. A minimum of almost
35 million+ cubic feet of materials will be removed from the lease area, how will
this affect the landscape? There are locations used for sun watching and the
tracking of other celestial bodies across the San Juan Basin and Greater Chaco
Region. Deformations in the landscape, even slight deformations, can render
these culturally important locations unusable. Has the BLM RPFO or BLM in
general analyzed the impacts of deformations to the surface landscape by the
massive removal of underground resources and how these deformations impact
celestial body watchin~ locations? There appears to be no analysis re2ardin2

this although the BLM does acknowledge the importance of the night sky for
indigenous populations. Additionally, how likely does this massive removal of
water lead to increased injection well activity within Ojo Encino and
surrounding Chapters? Lastly, simply injecting a volume of water back into the
ground at some other point will not counter the effects of landscape
deformation. Landscape deformation, even minor deformation is a major
cultural concern generally speaking, but are of specific cultural concern as a
means of watching the celestial bodies. Changes substantially greater than what
is likely needed to affect such sites has been observed in the Permian basin, the
BLM FFO and RPFO need to understand this across the San Juan Basin for
cultural resource protection. The Chapter must insist that all parcels are
deferred for further analysis regarding impacts to the landscape under NHPA.

so

so

so
51
55

56 (T 7.2)

Please see for an example the following study press release:
https://blog.smu.edu/research/2018/03/20/radar-images-show-large-swath-oftexas-oil-patch-is-heavin2-and-sinkin2-at-alarmin2-rates/
The Chapter would like to remind the BLM (FFO and RPFO) that Chacoans also
included Navajo ancestors as well. It would be culturally appropriate of the BLM
and federal agencies to ref er to the Chacoans in a manner which does not exclude
Navajos.
The BLM RPFO analysis found 6 Anasazi sites within the proposed RPFO lease
parcels, as noted in previous comments the Chapter and Pueblos had indicated that
these parcels are within the Greater Chaco Region. Now the BLM RPFO has finally
recognized this fact by revealing this information. Just because a greathouse
(federally recognized or not) is not within immediate vicinity of the parcels does not
preclude the area from the Greater Chaco Region/Landscape. Thus, the BLM RPFO
needs to recognize that these parcels are within this Greater Chaco
Region/Landscape by its own omission and defer all parcels for more in depth
cultural analysis as previously directed by the secretarv.
There are horizontal well sites that are audible at over a mile in Counselor.
Sentence states only 6 vertical wells for the entire lease sale but projections show 36
vertical and 2 horizontal wells.
Table 7.1 does not show or mention Huerfano chapter because that chapter is not
within vicinity of RPFO parcels (although it is closer to FFO parcles and thus is
appropriately listed in table 3.7.1 in the FFO Final EA)). Thus, the statement in the
EA on page 55 "As seen in the above table, nearby Navajo Nation Chapters range
from 98 to 100% minority and 92% to 99% Native American. Poverty rates for these
Chapters ranges from 38% to 68%." is incorrect since the chapters listed on table 7.1
the lowest poverty rate Chapter is Torreon/Starlake at 50%.
What is the .023% increase in NAAQS and VOC emissions in subject EJ
communities. What does this mean? What is the total geographic space under
analysis? This number would seem to be way to low if the adjacent EJ communities
specifically are considered, unless the BLM is hiding the true number again by using
geographic spaces that are so large as to hide the locally specific impacts to the EJ
communities. However, it becomes apparent that this analysis was not locally
specific or relevant for the EJ communities within Vicintiy of either set of parcels

57

57

58

132

39
35
11

15

127

for the June 2019 lease sale since the FFO Final EA also mentions the exact same
figure in table 3.7.2. The analysis needs to be locally specific and relvent for the
impacted EJ communities, not just clump all EJ communities together into one
analysis so that they can be hidden by larger geographic regions.
How can the BLM just say "No" in regards to impacts to EJ communities after the
numbers it projected for wells to be developed and products extracted? Perhaps a
deeper analysis needs to be done.
Chapter is glad to see the BLM RPFO has admitted to disproportionate impacts
upon EJ communities due to this lease sale. However, the BLM must follow through
with this and do more extensive analysis on these impacts or provide an EIS level
study regarding these disproportionate impacts. Thus, the Chapter requests that all
parcels are deferred for further tribal consultation.
The Chapter also wants the RPFO to adopt a revised RMP as well before any future
leasing. Thus all FFO and RPFO parcels must be deferred for completion of the FFO
RMPA and RPFO RMP.
The BLM FFO or RPFO does not analyze affects to the geomicrobiology (only
noted the comment). Fuller analysis is needed for cultural and resource analysis
purposes.
The BLM RPFO and FFO refused to take a hard look at locally specific impacts
from the proposed lease sale based on projected development levels. It only used
county or multi-county areas in its analysis.
Table 3. 7 no longer discusses total emissions from all leased parcels and proposed
wells, why not?
Table 3.6 Still refuses to look at locally specific or even county specific Criteria
Pollutants and thus hidine: true proposed impacts for Sandoval county.
What specific authority(s) is the BLM using to collect and execute EOis since
federal regulations for such a process is only applicable to geothermal leasing. The
BLM admits that the geothermal regulation is" not applicable on pages 130-131
"The applicable federal regulations for oil and leasing is 43 CFR 3120 not 43 CFR
3203".
AIB-4 does not even briefly analyze a substantially important subsistence resource
for Navajo populations in the area. The question itself is half the size of the analysis.
How is this considered any type of analysis or even mitigation for a resource which
is highly important for Navajo populations which almost solely rely on this resource
for heating? It is apparent that the BLM RPFO has lost its ability to produce locally
relevant and specific analysis or perhaps other, less local governmental agencies are
doing the analysis for them. Either way, AIB-4 is woefully insufficient for an
important subsistence resource analysis.
The BLM is consistently hiding real locally specific impacts by hiding the impact
numbers within larger regions. Thus making the analysis irrelevant to local
communities and masking the true significance of the postulated impacts in the
analysis.
The BLM seems to be willfully ignorant of the massive production and construction
differences between vertical and horizontal wells. The Chapter has presented enough
data to show that these differences do not just impact the "downhole environment"
but also the above e:round environment. Within Counselor, the massive increases in

resources extracted requires increases in transportation, pipelines, spills/accidents,
etc. is significantly different. This is yet another example of the BLM and
particularly the BLM RPFO being disconnected from the localities for which it is
planning. Any person who live next to a vertical well being developed versus a
horizontal well can tell the significant difference, and the chapter has shown this
with BLM, EPA, and NMOCD data. It seems difficult to get the BLM to accept
reality.
Perhaps the BLM is being consistent with IM 2018-034 Updating Oil and Gas
Leasing Reform but it's not being consistent with NEPA or NHPA because it is
trving so hard to be consistent with IM 2018-034.

XI. Concluding Remarks
The Chapter must insist that all RPFO and FFO June 2019 parcels are deferred from the lease sale.
There is a complicated array of issues including proper RMPA and RMP development (for both
the FFO and RPFO), lack of a currently sufficient EIS level plan to tier this proposed action to,
major tribal trust issues, major impact issues to the Chapter and surrounding communities, and
cultural resource impacts that have been unanalyzed. This complicated array of issues will take a
great deal of consultation to untangle this multitude of issues and to determine what mitigations
can be implemented for protection of tribal trust assets, allottee assets, protection of the
environment, protection of the local economy, and general protection of the local communities.
For now, the Chapter must insist on deferment of all parcels for further tribal consultation.
With Honor and Respect
--S-George Werito Jr.
Ojo Encino Chapter President

5-1-2019
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Ojo Encino Chapter Resolution OJOE 11-17-16/002

R eso1uuon
. OJOE 11-17-16/002 was also passe dbty th e fll
o owing ch apters:
Chapter
Resolution # or Date
Becenti Chapter
Counselor Chapter

COUN-2016-11

Dikon Chapter

DIL# 12-70-16

Hardrock Chapter

12/17/2016

Huerfano Chapter

HUE-015-17

Lake Valley Chapter

LVC-NOV13-006

Nageezi Chapter

NC 17-013

Oljato Chapter

OLJll-09-16

Pueblo Pintado Chapter

PPC-11-2016-037

Oak Springs Chapter

osc 1-08-17 #18

Teesto Chapter

TEE-NOV-12-17

Torreon/Starlake Chapter

TSL 11/2016-092

Whitehorse Lake Chapter

11/16/2016

Whiterock Chapter

WRC-017-009

\.

Resolution OJOE 11-17-16/002 was also passed by the Eastern Navajo Agency Council (composed
of representatives from 31 Eastern Agency Chapters)
EASTfllN NAVAJO AGENCY COUNCIL
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WHEREAS,
The Fa11cm Na~iij,1,1. Asen-er Council c"FNAC"l is n @l)li<t'nmKntnl c11tlty· ca:mtpri:scd of offlcittl:s from alt
Ea.t:h!1l\ N8''ft.ji:) A(;enc,y C h ~ .00

M<m,,. pn,tftl<d fn,,,1 ,<iyaitie<, >ale>. and bom••eo of r.Je,,,1 fluid mincnJ 1..... thot arc withio

.,._y

sbm>:l .,;th tho Navajo N11ian 111111 _ , .
Chap!ou. A
s t u d y ~ by 11>¢ ()jo &cina ~..-..,in 2013 and 2014 thlt fodeta! oU/aa, IVY"lly
,..,,._ gencrllled trorn wilhin EalcmAaeJ>cy ,nu ,rc,c on °"imalal $l9,5811,81J and Sll,8.17,466
rosp«tlvdy. '!11eoe federal 10yalty """''" ...,.. (liviood bot-,i mo U.S. Dl!:partm•111 Gf the T,asu,y
ond the - . , of New Mexilx, .. provided by tho fedensl J'°"" Policy ond Mana!!ein,111' Act (FLPMA)
Ba,•••m Agency...., -
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NOW ll-ffiREFORE BE JT RESOLVED THAT,
11K: ENA.C i3. apinst alt ~lfltl and f..rtus-c fedc:-al fluid mi~1 BL.M lea~ with~n Nnajo f.ut..em
Ag.fflty area (or other~ '81o which. i.."Oul.d dit~"Ctly or bdi~y impact Eastern ~ Y At'C'ti) until
a tftl(lnablo n::'\ICDUe lf:wul& mtehaniam ia (kYC:lopod, the new Parmlngton Field Oftkc- k,1'('fl()t.tttt
Manqernem Plan Amendment Hi deveh:,ped. and a full undemanding of potential eu'\limmnentnl QOO
hao11ll impo."'U of horizonla! h)'dnlllic fnlclurini: i, developed; and
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Cun-ently,
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h obo _ , . that m40Y A ~ (or l'onniuion IO Drill (AP0.1 Cid F.nvltt.nmcnral NIily.,.
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and
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lh• B1miau ,If 1.-1 ~ FIUl1UlljJIOII Field Of!!ee ls - l y In tho mimt of amending iii
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The BLM shal1 <X'\'elop ac:rmaoe and comnwnity lf>l'l='itk en.vironmcmal jUit:ia: anal)'lel end ~ in
dire.ca tribal consultation. with affeeted tribal Cl)mmunitie&lcMp&,e,'S. Additionally~ the [U.M mu:rt lake "'
hmd loo\: lll: older lcur:s 1h~ 'llVIU teqUi~ JUW<,11,1.11 kl ~ 1b81 they nlCC't the modem standards or
llmllyg.is ~-OD."\<iroam:enu.J.Jwmce and tn~ COMllhalioo r ~

w

The ENft._C ia apinst the appmv11.l of lldditi«:inal •Ml J)CQdina &demJ oil!aas relatt:d PRU~lfl:. ~-upporting
inthwnac.u.tre (un\cM: requim:I fur ~ or henltt'<!Wi:ty parpruc•), m,d their ~ i n s
.Envll'omnenlal AN.lyai.1 wirh.lri r"..d1ffn. Agmty attaa (ot other am.ilar projeeu outside of Eoaicr,1
Agcnc.y AlCti which oould dlmctly or Indirectly ~ the Eull::m Ager.w;y Mu) wu.il a rc:asonahl:
reveode sbmi11g ffll?lehanian is developed, the new Fanninaw,n Field Office ~un.-c Managemem Pl.tin
..~ is doY"Clopod.. and a fllll W\dcntaniling of potential euvironmcntal and health I.rnr-:u of

horizontal b)'dr.sulit fracturin:a is dc\'C.loped; em
The RNAC wishes to sec an equitable diJUibtrtkm o1' federaJ royalty revenues, saiet, -and bouu9Cl!ii
geMratcd withift EaSf'efT; ~ boundftries (whkh inctude.1 tbd,era:Uy matttae,d Land,. and mlncndji) •o
partially roiti~ adverst" impacts ftom fcdmal DiVgu; dc'l;el~ within Navajo E•tt:rn Agency~ThCICI funds l5hal.l be both shored dirKtly to ~ e d . ch,cr,b:m; .u,d a portion a!,n divided amorip ell
Eautct1t Agcocy c ~ 10 help dcN:lop phaming. r'UbHc faciliha, and pu.bJk ~ and
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THE NAVAJO NATION
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Fllffllinatoo Field Office

.eur..ot1-ctManaaemcnt
C>UI Collii,pBJvd... Suite A
P~NM87402

Tbe NfllVO N«tion 19 ~ tba1 ~ drillin, ID die ~ NIM!}o . _ ls
bclianfna--. cocmedtan ClwoCultural Natk>nal Historic Park. IP wllich 1he 'NuajoNatioa and
Navaio people have c:ritk:(11 cultural and hilllOrical li~ In llddition. I am COIMNlfflOd 1bllt the
increased surface acd'Yity &om drillina is ·~
the daily llwl or~ pcopJtl wwbo live
ia1he Nfl1VO Nation Cblpeim sucb• COUMC!m, N-.,czi. Tormm and,Qio Eadao.

tm..-

~ to the
c,n 0.0 and t h e ~ people. tbe 1'ihldoll Mb far d)e ........ of
Land Muaganent lO p1-e a ~ QQ ftack:hw.....,_ ~ilies sucla • multi.....
bydnaulic ~ and ~ clrilH• and lcaile •les arid permit approvala in thll Mancos
·Sliille!Odtap foimadan.in the ...... Cb.-o aru Ulllil suc:b as time • the ~ 10 the
~~ pwi.iscompleied .tenenvuomnemat ildpll:t SIIWtmimtia fb:lallzed.
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Also please see the following documents:

Ojo Encino Resolution OJOE 07-13-18/007
Resolution requesting the BLM FFO and RPFO to defer all parcels for the December, 2018 Lease Sale
for further Tribal Consultation

All Pueblos Governor's Council Resolution APCG 2017-12
CALLING FOR A MORATORIUM ON ALL PERMITTING AND LEASING FOR OIL AND GAS
DEVELOPMENT IN AREAS THAT WOULD IMPACT TRADITIONAL CULTURAL PROPERTIES
AND SACRED SITES IN GREATER CHACO REGION

National Congree of American Indians Resolution MKE-17-008
To Support Moratorium on Leasing and Permitting in Greater Chaco Region.

New Mexico State Legislature House Memorial 70
A MEMORIAL REAFFIRMING NEW MEXICO'S COMMITMENT TO PROTECTING AND
PRESERVING TRIBAL, CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL SITES AND RESOURCES IN THE
GREATER CHACO CANYON LANDSCAPE
In particular in the resolved section:
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the United States department of the interior's
bureau of land management and bureau of Indian affairs desist from any leasing
or issuance of permits without prior tribal consultation in the greater Chaco
landscape, as designated by the bureau of land management, until the resource
management plan amendment is complete in accordance with federal law; and
(Page 6)

Compendium of Scientific, Medical, and Media Findings
Demonstrating Risks and Harms of Fracking (Unconventional Gas and Oil Extraction)
Fifth Edition
March 2018
https://www.psr.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/fracking-compendium-5.pdf
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